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Welcome to FWM Docks

CELEBRATING OUR 37TH YEAR IN BUSINESS!

Pole Driven...Floating...Rolling...Modular

Which dock system do you need?

_FWM can help!_

As one of the foremost industry leaders of aluminum docks, FWM’s creative vision, and technological wizardry takes the standard dock design to a whole new level.

Made in-house to ensure the highest quality and craftsmanship, FWM is the premier New England manufacturer of aluminum-framed pole-driven, floating and rolling docks, and the exclusive distributor for the EZ Dock.

When you are faced with the task of choosing a dock system...
Make the smart choice... _Choose FWM._

COMPANY

_FWM...don’t settle for anything else_

FWM Docks is fast becoming a leader in industry standards. In 1997, FWM released its first aluminum dock line to meet the growing demand for a superior dock system built with quality, and value in mind.

Strategically engineered and designed to provide unrivaled quality at a fraction of the price, FWM docks are manufactured by certified fabricators with the highest marine grade materials on the market. FWM continually improved its classically styled system thru innovation, design and fabrication.

Advantage

Our philosophy of a great dock is simple: a precision engineered dock with the ability to last the longest with the least amount of effort in the maintenance.
Our frames have been meticulously designed with a unique “flush” design. This clever design is constructed so that the pole brackets are built into the 4 corners of the dock frame, alleviating all the worry that your boat or PWC will bang into a protruding pole.

**Whether you choose a pole driven, rolling or floating dock, you can be assured that it has been built from the best, by the best.**

We also use several customized extrusions in the fabrication of each dock frame. Engineered to be weight sensitive, this allows for superior stability and security in the water, yet leaves the dock modular and light enough to handle with ease.

Unlike some of our competitors, we don’t use galvanized steel or wood. Why? It is simply too heavy and will not stand up to the yearly wear and tear like our 6000 series aluminum. Our innovative design with the 6000 series will never splinter or rust.

## Aluminum Docks

Throughout the years, FWM has built docks that are designed for a lifetime of daily use, and designed for those of you who demand excellence.

### Five Star Quality

FWM offers 3 kinds of dock systems to suit your needs. You can also choose from 3 different decking surfaces, available in an assortment of colors.

Each dock section, whether pole driven, floating or rolling is 100% modular and can be put together in an endless number of configurations. FWM’s Leg Log assembly easily fits the frames pole brackets and allows you to easily and independently raise and lower your dock throughout the season.

All of our aluminum docks offer the following choices:

#### Available Decking Surfaces:

- **ThruFlow**: Maintenance free decking surface is a unique non-slip polymer panel that allows water, debris and sunlight to pass through your walking surface. The 360° non-slip surface helps keep you sure footed and upright. It allows helps to minimize the effects of waves and wind. Our best selling decking product is available in Maple and Gray.

- **Composite**: State of the art decking surface allows you to maintain the look and feel of real wood without the aggravation. Unlike other composite
products this decking surface will not scratch, fade or stain. Its weight sensitive design makes it great selections for your docks decking surface. Available in Cedar and Gray.

- **Aluminum**: Customized decking that has been designed with a non slip surface pattern and a heat sync bottom. This unique heat sync draws heat away from the walking surface and down towards the water keeping your dock cool on hot summer days. Natural aluminum finish.

**What’s the difference?**

**Pole Driven**
This is our most popular dock type Great for water depths of less than 10 ft, the pole driven dock utilizes 2”, .188 wall aluminum poles with pole pads affixed to the bottom.

**Floating**
Our floating dock is designed for waterways with deep and or fluctuating water levels and for both residential and commercial use. Created with a heavy duty aluminum frame with built in corner brackets, you can choose from 2 styles of splice kits (rigid and pivoting) depending on the dock application.

**Rolling**
Mainly used for easy seasonal installation and removal, the rolling dock allows for height adjustments at each 25” tire while standing right on top of the dock.

**POLE DRIVEN**

**Highlights:**

- Built with our customized 6000 series aluminum extrusion frame
- Weight sensitive design (perfect for seasonal use)
- Built by ASME certified fabricators
- Unique flush frame and pole bracket design
- Easy on/off cross bracing
- Marine Series 316 Stainless Steel hardware
- Innovative leg pads
- Add a "leg log" for easy in-water dock leveling and height adjustments

Known for its perfect weight and stability, the modular pole driven dock system is a great choice for almost any waterfront. Our patented splice kit makes for an
easy connection between adjusting sections and allows you to attach either a leg pad or wheel assembly to the bottom.

Rolling Docks

Highlights:

- Built with our customized 6000 series aluminum extrusion frame
- Weight sensitive design allows for stability and easy roll in/roll out (perfect for seasonal use)
- Built by ASME certified fabricators
- Unique flush frame and pole bracket design
- Easy on/off cross bracing
- Marine Series 316 Stainless Steel hardware
- Add a "leg log" for easy in-water dock leveling and height adjustments

Extend your waterfront season with an FWM Rolling Dock. This dock system makes rolling the dock in and out of the water quick and easy. The rolling dock comes standard with the FWM Leg Log for easy dock height adjustments. And if your lake bottom is not perfectly level-you can stop worrying. With 24 inches of travel on each wheel, you’ll have no problem getting your dock set in its perfect location.

Floating Docks

Highlights:

- Built with 6000 series aluminum
- Lightweight Design
- Built by certified fabricators
- Unique "flush" design on sides (all poles are internal) allow for easy boat docking with out the risk of damage
- Easy in and out
- Heavy Duty Floats

Perfect for waterfront environments with soft footings or where the maximum water depth exceeds 10 ft, FWM’s floating docks have been developed with the same heavy duty aluminum frames as the rolling and pole driven docks. This unique design of the floating deck has met the hunt test standard for ice, gas, oil and saltwater.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
Unleash the power of parts and accessories and make your dock system unique for you! Try any of these great innovations for an enhanced dock experience.

**Solar Pole Light**
At night fall your dock light will turn on and has enough power to stay on for over 20 hours and also includes replacement bulbs and 6 LED colors to choose from.

**Dock Ladder**
Precision welded construction and made of 6000 series heavy duty aluminum and stainless steel hardware.

**8" Aluminum Tie Down Cleat**
Heavy duty dock cleats; great for when poles are not an option.

**Dock Bench**
This attractive lounging area also doubles as a safe and dry storage for life jackets, fishing equipment, tools, towels and any other items you don't want to have to haul down to the dock.

**Dock Bumper**
Four chamber, 3.75". Made of a resilient PVC compound engineered to resist weather and fungus, this tough, durable bumper offers exceptional performance and a streamline profile, especially at corners, without deterioration from hard use, or years of severe weather conditions. All sizes come in 10-foot lengths.

**Leg Pads**
Fabricated with high quality aluminum, the leg pads can be placed at two positions on your legs. Either flush to the bottom in a rocking environment or 8 inches up the leg allowing some of the pole to penetrate the ground securing its position. The bevel edges allow for easy seasonal installation and removal.

**Standard Splice Kit**
Heavy duty aluminum plate used to connect dock sections together.

**90 deg Splice Kit**
Heavy duty aluminum plate bent at a 90 degree angle used to connect dock sections together making a 90 degree angle.

**Cross Bracing**
This uniquely engineered bracing technology allows for easy installation with maximum stability.

**Shoreline Transition Plate**
Fabricated using our heavy duty aluminum decking extrusion, this transition plate helps to create a smooth transition between the shore grade and the deck surface on your first dock section.
EZ-Dock

FWM is proud to be an EZ-Dock distributor in the New England region. EZ-Dock was developed with the in discriminating waterfront consumer mind. After years of battling harsh weather conditions and having to install and remove docks seasonally, two longtime friends invented a system that would change the dock industry. Today, more and more people turn to EZ-Dock for residential and commercial uses, making it the industry leader in polyethylene docking systems and accessories. EZ-Dock offers the strongest and most stable plastic floating dock and lift system on the market, providing peace of mind and a solid return on your waterfront investment.

Dock Sections

EZ-Dock is the right dock for every application. The EZ-Dock system is as varied and versatile as the waterways to which it provides access. Choose from different sizes and shapes to get the exact configuration you desire.

PWC Lifts

The EZ Port is the simple drive-on, push-off method of dry-docking your PWC. There is no need for winching, cranking, pumping, or hoisting. The self-floating EZ Port moves with changing water levels and helps protect the craft from damage caused by wind or wave action. EZ Port is so simple to use, even beginning PWC operators will find boarding and launching a breeze.

The rotomolded polyethylene composition of our exclusive EZ Dock beige color makes our docks more attractive to look at and cooler to the touch an especially important consideration on hot summer days.

EZ Dock's patented one-piece, self-floating design is fast and easy to install. You choose the configuration that suits your application.

Features & Benefits

- Low maintenance
- Beige color
- Variety of anchoring options
- Convenient accessories
- Versatile modular design
- Secure connection couplers
- Strength and flexibility
• Safe, slip resistant surface
• Four season accessibility

EZ Dock adds even more layout versatility with our new half-hexagon dock option.

A view of the bottom and inside of an EZ Dock section reveals individual flotation chambers and an extra-heavy duty wall thickness that creates tremendous structural integrity. The need for foam fillings and the environmental concerns related to them are completely eliminated.

Special connection couplers have been designed to allow sections to move independently under high-stress conditions, yet provide unified stability. Made with recycled material, the couplers are compounded to prevent fatigue problems. The composite coupler bolt and nut eliminate rusting in all water conditions.

EZ-Ports

PWC LIFTS

Make Docking and Launching Part of the Fun.

EZ Port is the simple drive-on, push-off method of dry-docking. There is no need for winching, cranking, pumping, or hoisting.

The self-floating EZ Port moves with changing water levels and helps protect the craft from damage caused by wind or wave action. EZ Port is so simple to use, even beginning PWC operators will find boarding and launching a breeze.

And, EZ Port is a one-piece unit, which can be used alone or with other docks. Installation requires just a few tools and very little time. The EZ Port dry-docking system is the fastest, simplest, and easiest to use.

Features & Benefits

• Adjustable polyurethane rollers
• Compatible with most docks
• Conformity to most hull design
• Convenient moorings
• Safety bulkhead
• Three-side accessibility
• Low maintenance
• Beige color

Contact us

We’ve worked hard to win our reputation. We work just as hard to keep it. And that is why you can rely on FWM Docks for the ultimate in service, workmanship and style.

FWM Docks invites you to find out more today.

_See why our quality is often imitated but never equaled._

We look forward to speaking with you soon.
Why Should You Choose FWM Dock?

Have a great waterfront story? Throughout our many years in business, we have heard em’ all! All the issues and hassles with yearly dock maintenance, the crazy installations and removals and so on. With FWM Dock, those nightmares are all in the past. Let us help you forget the mess and start enjoying your weekends again!

See It. Touch It.: With the ever popular and classic design of the FWM frame you will be able to turn the heads of wooden dock lovers everywhere.

Strong Hold: Everyone of out 3 dock styles (Pole Driven, Rolling, and Floating) are carefully and meticulously designed and engineered with an emphasis on weight & stability. Our unique bracing technology is what provides the ease of installation with the guarantee of maximum stability.

Hassle Free…Guaranteed: Every single one of our dock frames and accessories are built to last and are hassle free. Forget the crazy maintenance and repairs. Made with marine grade aluminum and stainless steel hardware, these weight sensitive designs are perfect for seasonal installation and removals. How does that sound?

The Ingredients: FWM Docks were created for you. You, who demand excellence and want something that will provide a lifetime of enjoyment and use. We are proud to say that with our docks, you will never have to worry about splinters or rusting again.

Friendly Design: In a word, 100% modular. Ok, that was 2 words, but just like the kid inside of you that still likes to play with legos, you can put your dock together and piece it however you want. Make your dock your way.

Docks on a Diet: Want something that you can move seasonally without the fuss. We’ve got what you need. Our weight sensitive frame design and removable decking panels make it a breeze.

FWM Docks vs. Wood
So, if you could, wouldn’t you want something that could last a lifetime? Wouldn’t; t you also want something that would greatly reduce the resources of time and money on annual maintenance. Thought you would. Made of the best materials around, FWM Docks are crafted from 6000 series aluminum, marine grade stainless steel hardware and decking surfaces that meet the highest quality standards. Yep, that is right. No more rusting and no more splintering. Oh, and they are 100% recyclable and environmentally friendly too, so we guarantee that no harmful chemicals will pollute the waterways.
FWM Docks vs. Other Aluminum Docks
You know you will want to show it off, so it always needs to look its best. Right? Don’t worry about a thing; we have created a reinforced aluminum extrusion for our frames that is something of a tomboy- strong and solid, yet beautiful to look at. It’s not your average erector set. With our modular design, you will be free to change and design the layout anyway you desire. You can also easily move the accessories around the frame track system for convenience. And can you believe the entire dock goes together with just two Allen keys!
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Pole Driven

Hands down, this design is our most popular and is simply marvelous for water-depths of less than 10 feet. The pole driven dock utilizes 2" heavy walled aluminum legs that have leg pads affixed to one of to preset location on the bottom. This lower setting allows the pad to sit flush on the bottom while the preferred higher setting sits up 8” allowing the bottom of the pole to penetrate the ground giving your dock better stability. The flush mounting splice kits make for an easy connection between two adjoining dock sections.

Perfect for its weight and stability, the pole driven dock makes a great fit for most waterfronts.
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Rolling

With the FWM Rolling Dock, you can have more fun by extended your waterfront season. This wonderful dock system makes rolling the dock in and out of the water quick and easy. And don’t you worry if your lake bottom is not perfectly level- this unit takes on independent leveling at each 25” tire so it’s never an issue. Don’t want the mess of getting in the water to make height adjustments? You can easily add Telescoping Legs and raise and lower your dock more than 20” while standing right on top of the dock. Our docks can even be disassembled when out of the water for out-of-sight storage.
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Floating

Simply perfect for residential or commercial use in waterways with deep and/or fluctuating water levels, the FWM Floating Dock was designed with a heavy-duty aluminum frame with four built-in corner brackets. Choose from two styles of splice kits (rigid and pivoting) depending on the application you need. Now you really can have the free board height while maximizing buoyancy.
Our Frames

FWM Dock frames (4’ x 10’, 4’ x 12’, 6’ x 10’) have been designed to be 100% modular. Ready for your imagination in layout or configuration, you can change the style of your dock from your initial purchase into any of our three styles.

Frame Highlights:

Corner It: Want to mount your pole or wheel assembly inside the dock frame? With our unique welded bracket design, you can. And this flush mounting pole won’t interfere with watercraft. You can also use the corner bracket to easily connect dock sections to one another with the standard splice kit and hinged splice kit.

Track System: Put the drill away. Our easy to use track system allows you to mount any of our accessories around the entire border of our dock. Is that perfect or what?

Reinforced Extrusion: Who wants to look at a big piece of truss on their waterfront anyway? With the FWM Dock reinforced extrusion you won’t have to. We give you a dock that is crafted from start to finish to be the very best in weight, strength and stability on the market.

Connected: Aluminum is known to be the most difficult alloy to weld. But our fabricators are tested to PED and ASME standards to ensure that you get a product that is second to none in the industry.

Decking

Want three decking styles? No problem! Our unique decking comes installed on your dock and is easily removable in half sections for easy seasonal installation and removal.

ThruFlow: Our ThruFlow design is by far the most popular decking surface. With its unique non-slip polymer panel that allows water, debris and sunlight to pass through your walking surface, all at a 360° non-slip you and your guests won’t have to worry about slips and falls.

EON Marine: Maintain the look and feel of real wood without all of the hard work and frustration. Our state of the art decking surface is not like other composite products for seven reasons. Light weight, and made to stay vibrant and clean, this great design makes a perfect selection for your dock’s decking surface and is available to you in either cedar or gray shading.

Aluminum: Want a non-slip surface pattern and a heat sync bottom? We’ve got it. How about customized, natural aluminum finish decking? Yep, we have that too! The unique
heat sync draws heat away from the walking surface and down toward the water, keeping your dock comfortably cool on hot summer days.
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**Parts & Accessories**

**Solar Pole Light**
When evening arrives, you can still keep the party rolling with dock lighting that stay on for over 20 more hours. This accessory also includes replacement bulbs and we you can choose from 6 LED colors.

**Tie Down Cleat**
Our strong 8" Aluminum Heavy duty dock cleats are the perfect companion when poles are not an option. Easy fit and stylish design.

**Dock Bumper**
Made of a strong PVC compound, the four chamber, 3.75” bumper was built to resist deterioration due to harsh weather or fungus and will stay solid even after years of heavy use.

**Leg Pads**
Designed with high quality aluminum our sturdy leg pads can be placed at either of two positions on the dock legs. Place them flush to the bottom in a rocking environment or set them 8 inches from the bottom of the leg to allow a portion of the pole to securely penetrate the ground. Either way you can enjoy easy seasonal installation and removal with the beveled edges.

**Splice Kit**
Connect dock sections together in a jiffy with the heavy duty aluminum plate.

**Deadweight Bracket**
Now you can anchor your FWM floating dock to a rocky bottom or deep water area. Made of strong aluminum this is the perfect tool to anchor your dock where you need it.

**90 deg Splice Kit**
Want a unique design? How about a layout of a 90 degree angle? Now you can connect your dock sections ‘L’ shaped with this splice kit.

**Cross Bracing**
You will find an easy install and solid hold with this piece of bracing technology.

**Shoreline Transition Plate**
Let the transition plate create a smooth transition from the shore and deck surface to the dock section. Made of heavy duty aluminum, this design is flawless and guaranteed to help you enjoy your dock.
**Telescoping Leg**
The unique design of the telescoping leg fits right into the standard frame pole brackets which let you easily adjust the dock height more than 20 inches right from the top of your dock.

**Heavy Duty Splice Kit**
Adjust your dock height over 20 inches from the top of your dock with our telescoping leg.

**Vertical Bumper**
Want protection? Try our corner bumper and protect your dock and the legs with our high quality rubber bumper.

**Hinge Bracket**
Absorb waves up to 4 feet. Our hinge brackets are fits onto any of our standard frames corner brackets for use with our floating docks system. This unit can also be used to turn any of our standard sections into a ramp and you can even add a roller kit to easily make a gangway.

**Pipe Bracket**
Let your FWM Floating Dock adjust to changing water levels. This bracket is designed for a 2” Galvanized Pipe.

**Roller Kit**
Now you can turn any FWM Dock section into a gangway. Simply add a roller kit to our standard frame corner brackets let it adjust to the changing water level.

**Railing**
Available in 10 and 12 inch lengths, and easily fits any track system, our strong and solid railing is constructed of the best aluminum and is designed with a sleek modular design.

---

**FWM Docks**
It was 1975 when FWM, Inc was born, and this family owned business in Hudson, NH (USA) has since grown into one of the world’s most successful and largest producers of aluminum heat exchange vaporizers that exists today.

We started building aluminum dock frames for friends and family back in 1997. Since the, demand has been pulling supply. With our cutting edge, full service machine shop and the best aluminum welders and fabricators you’ll ever find, our aluminum dock business started booming.
By 2004, our love of water and fine craftsmanship had taught us just about everything there is to know about docks. Our Aluminum Modular Dock System has been a huge hit with its quality and the flexibility and accessories to craft beautiful, custom dock systems. With such a success, we also became aware of the rising demand for EZ Dock in New England. Soon, in addition to being the manufacturer of safe, beautiful and long lasting aluminum dock systems; we were also New England’s premier distributor of the EZ Dock Modular Dock System.

**We know docks. Period.**

We welcome any questions you might have about our unique docking systems. Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about docks or if you think you might be interested in being an FWM Dock or EZ-Dock Dealer.